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Distribution on this page. 

Solutions begin on the next page. 
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Phys 161 Spring 20 Exam 1 Distribution
Graded out of 50

Avg = 57% with stdev=22%
53 points regular credit, 4 extra credit

Includes up to 4 points for Concept Warehouse



0) One finds ��� = ��
� .  Note: � ≠ ��

� , but ��� = ��
� . 

There is a distinction between “the units of �” and “the parameter � (with a numerical value AND units)”.  

 

 

 

 

 

1) The first thing I would do is get all hose dimensions in units of m. 
 = 0.750	in = 0.01905	m 

Now, rather than doing the entire problem numerically, create an algebraic equation for the area & mass. ��������� = 2��� = �
  

Consider the units of the leakage rate 10.0 !��∙#$%. 

From this, one sees &'(( = �')* × '�*' × ),&* 

The problem asks for mass leakage in 1	s (I’m assuming infinite sig figs on this number). 

This makes me think I should convert the rate from units of 
!��∙#$% to units of 

!��∙�. 
�')* = 10.0 gm/ ∙ day × 1	day24	hr × 1	hr3600	s = 1.157 × 1089 gm/ ∙ s 

Now punch this in to find the requested mass leakage: & = :1.157 × 1089 gm/ ∙ s; × <�
 = × <1	s= 
& = :1.157 × 1089 gm/ ∙ s; × :�>0.01905	m?<2.75	m=; × <1	s= 

Before doing the computation, I notice the problem asks for engineering notation with appropriate prefix. 

I change my calculator to engineering mode to find & = 19. 049 × 108@	g 

Now replace the power of 10 with the appropriate prefix: A = BC. D	Egggg 

  



2a) & 2b) In this problem we have: 

• wind (FG�� = air velocity relative to the earth) 

• plane in still air (FGH� = plane velocity relative to air) 

• plane velocity relative to the earth (FGH�).   

I will assume east & north correspond to  I	̂&	L̂ respectively. FG�� = M20.0ms L̂ 
FH� = NFGH�N = 100.0ms  FGH� = FH� 	@	22.2°	W	of	N 

The clever method is to draw a picture and use law of sines (see below). 

Alternatively, the brute force methods shown in workbook problem 4.31½ also work just fine. 

Final results are: 

• plane speed relative to the earth  is FH� = 81.2�� 	  
• the plane’s heading (direction it aims, not direction it travels) is 17. 87°	W	of	N  or  72.1°	N	of	W 

• alternative way to write the heading: 197.9° counter-clockwise from the positive horizontal axis  

 

 

  

FGH� 

FG'* 

Figure NOT to scale 

Angles & arrows exaggerated to facilitate labeling 

FGV' 
W 

sinWF�� = sin<157.8°=FH�  

sinW = F��FH� sin<157.8°= 
W = sin8X YF��FH� sin<157.8°=Z 

W = sin8X [ 20.0ms100.0ms sin<157.8°=\ 

W = 4.333° 
] 

The angles in a triangle sum to 180°. 
] ^ 4.333° ^ 157. 8° = 180° 

_ = B`. a`° 
Now use this angle with law of sines 

to determine the speed FH�: sin>17. 87°?FH� = sin<157.8°=100.0ms  

bcd = aB. e° 



3a) Watch out for the minus sign!  Also, notice the final units are 
fg ∙ T = J. j = MkG ∙ lmG j = M>4.56Î M 2.34�n? ∙ <3.00Î M 4.00L=̂J 

In a dot product, only the Î ∙ Î = 1 term survives! o = MBp. qa	r 
Notice: when computing the dot product, the units survive & the output is a scalar (no more Iŝ( or  L̂s(). 

 

3b) Watch out for the minus sign!  Also, notice the final units are 
fg ∙ T = J. tG = kG × lmG tG = >4.56Î M 2.34�n? × <3.00Î M 4.00L=̂J 

In a cross product, the Î × Î = 0 term drops out! tG = <4.56I=̂ × <M4.00L=̂ ^ >M2.34�n? × <3.00I=̂ ^ >M2.34�n? × <M4.00L=̂J 	tG = u						>M18. 24�n? 							^ 									 >M7.020L̂? 									^ 												 >M9.360Î?								v	J		 tG = uM9.360Î M 7.020L̂ M 18. 24�n	vJ		 
Notice: when computing the dot product, the units survive & the output is a vector (include Iŝ( or  L̂s(). 

 

WATCH OUT!  This problem statement asked for the magnitude of tG = kG × lmG: w = ‖wmG‖ = eB. q`	r		 
 

3c) The angle between is found using 

]yz = cos8X YkG ∙ lmGkl Z 

Notice the numerator inside the inverse cosine function has NO negative sign. 

]yz = cos8X Y ^13. 68J>5.125?>5.000?Z 

_|} = ~`. `p° 
 

 

 

4) The requested computation was 

� = l M ��  

� = 0.00555	m M 0.00600	m222 × 108�	s  

� = M0.00045	m222 × 108�	s 
When adding or subtracting, the least significant COLUMN of sig figs is kept. 

Notice a loss of sig figs occurs in the numerator. 

Since the question asked for the output in scientific notation, I changed my calculator mode to scientific. � = M2. 027 × 10�ms  

� = Me. D × BDp��  

 



5a) Objects 2 & 3 

5b) Object 1 

5c) Object 2 

5d) Object 3 

5e) None of the objects. 

 

6a) Object 6 

6b) Impossible to determine without more information. 

Think: the integral of (or area under) the F)-curve gives displacement (change in position). 

It does not tell us anything about the initial position… 

6c) Objects 5 & 6 

6d) Object 4 

6e) None of the objects 

 

  



7a) After doing the computation, I discovered the figure at right is 

approximately to scale. 

In the figure at right F is known while �	&	W are unknown. 

Δ� � cosW Δ� M� sinW 

F�� F F��  0 

F�� F F��  ? 
'� 0 '� M� 

) ?   

 

THINK: impact speed (magnitude of impact 

velocity) is given (F� = 3.162F). 

We also know one of the impact velocity 

components (F�� = F). 

This looks like the triangle shown at right. 

 

 

 

Solution continues on the next page… 

  

Style 1 (Pythagorean Thm) 

F� = �F��/ ^ F��/  

F�/ = F��/ ^ F��/  

F��/ = F�/ M F��/  

F�� = ��F�/ M F��/  

Because the ball moves downwards at impact, we 

expect F��  is NEGATIVE. 

USE THE NEGATIVE ROOT! F�� = M�<3.162F=/ M <F=/ 

b�� = Mp. DDDb 

Style 2 (SOH CAH TOA) 

cos	]� = F3.162F 

]� = cos8X � 13.162� � 71.56° 
tan ]� = �F��F��� �F��� = F�� tan ]� 

�F��� = F tan 71.56° 
Because the ball moves downwards at impact, we 

expect F��  is NEGATIVE. b�� = Mp. DDDb 

F 

3.162F 

W 

� cosW 

� sinW 

F� = 3.162F 

F�� = F 

F�� =? 
]� 



7b) The same chart of knowns and unknowns is still valid for part b. 

Horizontal equations Vertical equations 

Δ� = F��) ^ 12 '�)/ 

� ���� = b�   
 

 

 

 

Δ� = F��) ^ 12 '�)/ 

M� sinW = 12 <M�=)/ 

� ���� =  e �e 

F�� = F�� ^ '�) M3.000F = <M�=) 
) = 3.000F�  

 

I’ll take a ratio of the two vertical displacement equations (Δ�	&	Δ� eqt’ns). 

Then plug in the time ) which is now in terms of the known quantities F	&	�! 

� sin W� cosW = 				�2 )/			F) 	 
tan W = �2F ) 

W = tan8X : �2F ); 

W = tan8X ¡ �2F �3.000F� �¢ 

W = tan8X>1.500? � = ~q. p° 
  



8) Watch out!  Many people got the correct answer by coincidence (and lost points accordingly). 

This is discussed after the full solution… 

Object P experiences two stages (constant acceleration from rest then maintaining constant speed). 

Object Q experiences a single constant acceleration stage. 

Both objects start from rest (F� = 0) at the origin (�� = 0) at time ) = 0. 

Maximum separation occurs when the objects have the same velocity (not the same position) F�£ = F�¤ 

F = '¤)��H�¥�¦�§¨ 

F = '4 )��H�¥�¦�§¨ 

�©dcª«ª�¬® = ¯bª  

This is the time at which max separation occurs (the instant when both objects have equal velocity).	
We were not asked for the time…but rather the distance of max separation. 

This means we must use this time to find distance traveled by each object then subtract (to find distance between). 

Object Q always accelerates at the rate '¤ = �9.  Displacement (to max separation) is computed as 

Δ�¤ = 12'¤)��H�¥�¦�§¨/ ^ F�¤)��H�¥�¦�§¨ 

Δ�¤ = 12'¤)��H�¥�¦�§¨/  

Δ�¤ = 12 :'4; �4F' �/ 

°±² = ebeª  

Object P is trickier. 

First compute the time to reach max speed F. 

Then use this time to determine how much time is spent traveling while accelerating at rate '£ = ' versus at 

constant speed F. 

Then compute the distance traveled during each stage. 

Object P accelerating from rest Object P maintaining speed b F£� = F£� ^ '£)X F = ')X )X = F' 

Displacement during the acceleration stage is thus 

Δ�£X = 12'£)X/ 

Δ�£X = 12' :F';/ 

Δ�£X = F/2' 

Total time to max separation is )��H = 9³� . 

Time traveled at constant speed is )/ = )��H M )X = �³�  

Δ�£/ = F)/ 

Δ�£/ = 3F/'  

 

Solution continues on the next page… 

  



In this problem, without loss of generality, all objects travel to the right (without reversing direction). 

As such, we may use the terms displacement & distance traveled interchangeably (not true in general). 

The distance traveled by Object P during the time interval up to max separation is thus Δ�£ = Δ�£X ^ Δ�£/ 

Δ�£ = F/2' ^ 3F/'  

°±´ = `beeª  

To get max separation distance, subtract off distance °±² = e beª  to find  µ'�,&¶&	·*V*�'),¸¹	
,()'¹º* = °±´ M °±² 

µ'�,&¶&	·*V*�'),¸¹	
,()'¹º* = `beeª M ebeª 	 
µ'�,&¶&	·*V*�'),¸¹	
,()'¹º* = B. ~D beª  

 

Regarding getting the correct answer by coincidence: 

Many of you correctly found the distance traveled by P in stage 1 as Δ�£ = ³�/�. 

You then said  

F�¤/ = F�»/ ^ 2'¤Δ�¤  

F/ = 2 :'4; Δ�¤  

This gave the correct distance traveled by Q as 

Δ�¤ = 2F/'  

Upon subtracting these two results, you determine the distance between correctly. 

Take a second to think, however. 

Q has a smaller acceleration than P…shouldn’t it also have a smaller distance traveled (shouldn’t P be leading Q)? 

If you performed the calculation this way, you clearly missed HUGE element in the problem (P requires 2 stages). 

You got half credit.  



Extra credit 1: 

Because velocity is a function of position, one cannot simply integrate to get position as a function of time. 

First separate the variables, then integrate. 

I found 

�<)= = ��¼1 ^ 2�)��/  

Extra credit 2: 

Looking at the plot, it seems quite clear the initial position is approximately 4.00	m. 

Any theoretical model should probably assume �� = 4.00	m (this should be stated in the EC2 box). 

Furthermore we know (from the problem statement and dimensional analysis) � = 20.0��
� . 

Ignoring units for clarity, the equation becomes �<)= = 4.00√1 ^ 2.50) 
 

Tabulating values gives 

t (s) xth (m) 

0.000 4.00 

0.200 4.47 

0.400 4.90 

0.600 5.29 

0.800 5.66 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In my opinion, it is clear the data is not in good qualitative agreement with experiment. 

Regardless of the constant parameters chosen, the shapes of the curves never match up. 

Furthermore, the theoretical equation is concave downwards while the experimental data is concave upwards. 

 

That website is soooo fake news… 
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